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Tradition AND
Experience
Mediterranea Mellis and its relationship with the world of beekeeping goes back
to the beginning of the 20th century when our grandfather, Martin Ribes,
ventured into this fascinating feat.
From parents to children, from our Mediterranean fields full of orange blossoms,
we have learned this profession and trotted through the Iberian Peninsula to look
for the best lands where we can find rosemary, heather, lavender... and there, to
settle our hives.
In the catalogue you are holding in your hands, we would like to present some
gourmet products such as pollen, honeycomb or the most exquisite honeys that
we can find in our country not to forget other foreign honeys with an ackowledged international prestige.
I would like to share with you the pleasure of discovering the peculiarities of each
of these carefully selected products so that your tasting is a real pleasure.

Santi Ribes

My father, Martin Ribes, with his bee hives

HISTORY

Honey, a thousand colours, a thousand flavours.
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Citric honeys are mainly collected from
our Mediterranean coast region in spring.
The nectar of the lemon or orange trees
gives the honey a unique flavour, an
intense aroma and a light colour.
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Rosemary,
Thyme &
Lavender
HONEY
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Aromatic honeys belong to the Family
Labiatae and they can be considered the
most fragant honeys collected in summer in
our peninsula. Their characteristic colour
for rosemary is very light, lavender is white
or ambar and thyme honey is a bit darker.
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Mountain
HONEY

Among mountain honeys, we can include
heather erica, heather calluna and broom
myrtle varieties. All of them are collected
in summer and they share an intense and
persistent aroma that reminds autumn leaf
flavour. In the mouth, they taste sweet
with bitter and salty notes.
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Forest
HONEY
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Forest honey can contain pine, oak or
chestnut with a floral wooden aroma and a
dark colour characteristic of these
appreciated summer honeys. Their taste is
sweet and acid although salty flavours can
be savoured if heaher erica is contained.
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Acacia Manuka Eucaliptus
HONEY

Acacia honey is light-coloured or
even clear, nearly transparent. It
has a mild taste and a very
delicate flavour. Due to its high
fructose
content,
it
rarery
crystallizes. It is collected in
spring specially in the East
Countries where Hongarian honey
is the most appreciated.
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Manuka honey is harvested in
New Zealand and Australia by
bees that pollinate the native
manuka bush. It is one of the
most
appreciated
honeys
around the world for its special
attributes and unique qualities.
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Eucaliptus honey, collected
mainly in summer, has a marked
ambar colour, a characteristic
intense aroma and a sweet
slightly salty taste that reminds
wet wood. This honey is
originally from South America
although it can also be found in
some parts of Spain.
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Honeycomb
Honeycomb is the most
natural and rawest way of
tasting honey in a different
texture as it approaches
you into the bee hives. Bees
build the mild wax where
delicate acacia or flower
honey is filled.

honeycomb

honeycomb with acacia
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Bee Pollen

Spanish

Spanish bee pollen from aromatic
flowers is considered the sweetest and
most colourful pollen in the world. It is
harvested above 1,000m high and,
consequently, free of antibiotic. Bee
pollen is considered one of nature’s
most complete foods due to its
balanced nutrients.

beepollen

Eucalyptus Globulus

Castanea Sativa

Lavandula Latifolia

Calluna Vulgaris
Quercus Ilex Thymus Vulgaris

Citrus Sp

Citrus Sinensis

Rosmarinus Officialis Erica Arborea

Lavandula Stoechas

Retama Sphaerocarpa

